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CONTACT
Quick-Start Rules

The Setting

in a

Nutshell

As early as with the advent of the new millennium, unexplainable events started hinting at a previously unknown threat.
These eerie happenings surpass the scope of any UFO incident
so far recorded in human history, threatening to push human
society over the edge, while UFO cults led by raving madmen
celebrate in anticipation of the impending doom.

What is this booklet?

In order to meet this new threat, the industrialized Earth’s
weakened governments finally approve the inception of a
strong and independent clandestine organization: OMEGA.

On the following pages, you will find an abbreviated set of
game rules from Contact Kore (the game's proprietary mechanics), five ready-to-use sample player characters, as well as the
adventure "Going in Circles". The latter is a very short installment that can be played through in roughly one hour, making
it a good way to get to know the game universe of CONTACT
hands-on without having any previous knowledge.

Authorized to operate on its own in all parts of the world,
OMEGA is the only entity on Earth with the capability to counter
the alien threat, while also obscuring any signs of its existence
from the eyes of the general public—for the sake of avoiding
a worldwide pandemic of mass hysteria that would tear the
delicate socio-economic build of the human world apart.

What is The Tactical Alien Defense RPG?
CONTACT is a Pen & Paper/Tabletop Role-Playing Game with a
suspenseful science-fiction storyline set in the near future.
When playing CONTACT, players take on the roles of dedicated operatives of OMEGA, a planet-spanning intelligence
and defense network created in response to extraterrestrial
incursions. For the largest part, these player characters will be
soldiers, agents, engineers and scientists.
CONTACT, while always remaining a classic role-playing game
experience at heart, features expanded campaign rules to
handle strategic research and construction management, giving players the chance to participate hands-on in a challenging research & development race against the alien invaders,
incorporating the long-term value of a simulation game into
extensive campaigns, while directly affecting immersive, storydriven game play at the same time.
Action, espionage, mystery and high tech in the year 2047
A.D.—This is the world of CONTACT. Step forward as you
already know that the truth is to be found out there. It will
take all of your ability and more to reach for it...
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CONTACT Quick Start Rules contains all the information necessary to run a quick game with up to five players and a game
master (GM), without the need to own the Core Rule Book of
CONTACT or to undertake any other form of preparation.

Introductory adventures such as this one will be over before
you know it. However, if you liked it, if it sparked the fire, there
is a whole world full of action, mystery and high-tech for you
to explore with the full game.
As of this writing, the Core Rule Book (CRB) of CONTACT is
already available through online retailers in PDF form and will
shortly also be released in print.
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Critical Failure

Game Rules: Contact Kore Light
Dice
Contact Kore uses D100
percentile dice for all
probability tests. This
means any character's
player or the GM making
a success test for a given
task rolls two distinguishable ten-sided dice, one representing the first digit and the
other one representing the second digit of the result (a fixed
assignment), which is treated as a percentile value.
ΩΩ A result of zero-zero equals 100%, while zeroone is the lowest obtainable result, equaling 1%.
A result of 0% is not achievable when rolling percentile dice.

Simplified Arithmetic
ALL fractions are rounded down the moment they are generated. Contact Kore doesn’t use fraction remainders for any
follow-up operations.
ΩΩ Example: 7/2 + 3/2 = 3 + 1 = 4

Percentile Probability
All success tests made when playing by the rules of Contact
Kore have a so-called percentile probability of success (abbreviated as PP). A high PP means the task in question is easy
to perform successfully, while a low PP represents a harder
task, as the desired result on the player’s D100 dice is a value
equal to or below the PP.

Test results over 95% are not only automatically treated as failures, but may also be dangerous to the subject and/or nearby
characters. The unwelcome effects of the so-called critical failure are usually determined with specific look-up tables, which
require an additional D100 roll. Certain character properties,
situations or used equipment may increase the probability
range of critical failure, while it can never be reduced below
a range of 5%. Therefore, a result of 96-100% on a D100 roll
is always a critical failure. Even tasks with a PP of 95% can fail
critically, meaning their failure is always critical.
ΩΩ Rolling a result of 96% or higher is a critical failure, with absolutely no exceptions

Types of Tests
The most common and frequently taken success test in Contact Kore is the skill test. Its PP is determined by the skill level.
Adding/subtracting situational modifiers provides the modified percentile probability (MPP).
The other rather frequent type of test is the direct attribute
test. This one works similarly to the skill test, but is used in
situations where no skill can be sensibly applied. Its PP is
calculated by the simple formula of (attribute) x 10%. Situational modifiers (see below) and critical successes/failures
(see above) apply to direct attribute tests as well.

Modifiers
Circumstances may change the probability of success for any
given task. Modifiers may be facilitating or impeding for a
task, the facilitating modifiers being added to the PP, while the
impeding ones are subtracted. Facilitating modifiers therefore
increase the PP, while impeding modifiers decrease it.

PPs of 0% exist and are used to represent tasks where success
is simply impossible under normal circumstances (See Modifiers to the PP, below). On the other hand, truly foolproof tasks
do not require any test at all. They always succeed, as opposed
to tasks that CAN fail, even with a PP of 95%.

Critical Success
Normally, rolling a number equal to or below the PP means
the test is a success. If the rolled result is 5% or less, the success becomes critical. Critical successes usually harbor one or
more beneficial effects for the acting character. In general,
the chance for critical success cannot be decreased below
5%, but it can be negated entirely when the PP itself is 5%
or less. In that particular case, a test result of equal to or less
than the PP becomes a regular success, not a critical success.
This rule is used to reflect that a character succeeding in a
task with such a low PP (which means it is insanely difficult)
can barely make it at all.
ΩΩ Rolling a 5 or lower is a critical success, unless
the PP was already 5% or lower
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Turn-Based Combat
When diplomacy fails and ultra-violence takes over, Contact
Kore’s turn-based combat system utilizes action points (APs)
to quantify the amount of time and effort an action takes,
and puts the turns of characters in a variable order which
dynamically changes with the choices they make during their
action phases.
Each character participating in combat has a personal sequential score (SS), which represents the total number of APs he/
she can use per combat sequence. Actions use up APs which
are deducted from the character’s sequential score.

The Combat Sequence - A non-rigid order
Step 1 - Establishing the initial combat sequence: Players
calculate their characters’ sequential scores (the random part
thereof being re-rolled at the beginning of each combat
sequence), and so does the GM for all non-player-controlled
combatants. These sequential scores are made into a list,
matched to the characters’ initials.
Step 2 - The character with the highest sequential score acts
first, and has APs subtracted from it as he/she goes. Actions
can be performed in this fashion until his/her particular
sequential score stops being the highest one in the lot.
Step 3 - The character with the now-highest sequential score
acts, as described above. This step is repeated until no character has enough APs left to use for his/her desired actions.
Step 4 - If combat needs to continue because there are still
enemies alive and kicking, a new combat sequence is set up,
returning all the way back to step 1.

Melee Combat
Melee consists of an attack phase and a defense phase, allowing
both attacker and defender to act in rapid succession. Like all
weapons, melee weapons have to be readied before use, which
requires spending APs.

Attack Phase
The melee attacker first states his/her target (a creature or a
character) and weapon mode (determines AP cost), also a hit
location if he/she intends to make an aimed attack (an option
which costs an extra 2 APs in melee and makes the attack more
difficult, see below). Situational modifiers can also be applied to a melee
skill test as listed below. Then the
melee skill test is taken to find out
if the attack is successful.
Critical outcomes have special
effects that are determined with an
additional roll of a D100 and the help
of lookup tables (see to the right).
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Situational Modifiers for Melee Attacks:
Attacker’s (Re) is at least twice the target’s (Re)

+20%

Target’s (Re) is at least twice the attacker’s (Re)

-20%

Fighting in minimal light

-25%

Fighting in complete darkness

-100%

Attacker has high ground or target is prone

+15%

Attacker has longer reach than target (by weapon)

+10%

Free fall, zero-gravity conditions, or underwater

-50%

Aimed Attack Modifiers for Melee:
Head:

-35%

Torso (facing side):

-10%

Torso (opposite side):

-75%

Either Arm:

-10%

Groin:

-20%

Either Leg:

-15%

ΩΩ Don’t forget that aimed melee attacks always
cost 2 APs more than usual!
Lookup Table: Critically Successful Melee Attacks
D100

Effects:

1-5

Target loses 15 - (De) APs and falls prone

6-15

Attack bypasses armor; no protection

16-25

Attack partially bypasses armor; halve protection

26-35

Attacker recovers 2 APs

36-55

Attacker recovers 1 AP

56-75

Bonus damage +1D10

76-95

Bonus damage +2 points

96-100

No additional effects

Lookup Table: Critically Failed Melee Attacks
D100

Effects:

1-5

No effect; looks hilarious, though

6-25

Weapon is accidentally thrown instead of swung! (random
direction)

26-45

Oops—Hits an unintended nearby target!

46-65

Weapon is involuntarily thrown and hits an unintended target
(with half original damage)

66-75

Attacker accidentally hits him/herself! (only base damage +
strength)

76-85

Attacker loses balance and falls to the ground (usually 1D10
impact damage)

86-95

Attacker loses balance and falls on own weapon (base damage
x 2, no strength, no damage dice)

96-100

Attacker fails spectacularly, hurting him/herself in the process
(base damage x 2, no strength), falling prone and losing weapon.
Ouch!
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Lookup Table: Critically Failed Parry

Defense Phase
No matter if the attack was successful or not, the defense
phase takes place thereafter. It allows the target of the melee
attack to decide on how to deal with the aggression. If the
defender does nothing, he simply takes the hit.
The defender may also block or parry the attack with his/
her arm, a weapon, or a shield. Parrying costs 3 APs, which
are immediately subtracted from the defender’s sequential
score every time he/she uses this option. Use the armed melee
skill, or respectively the unarmed melee skill to test if the parry
is successful, and apply the situational modifiers provided
below to the PP, along with modifiers from damage, fatigue,
and so on.
If the parry fails, the incoming attack remains a valid hit and
damage is calculated and applied. Only a successful parry
deflects the attack and nullifies any damage.
Critical failures on this test have some nasty effects, as
described in the critically failed parry lookup table below.
Scoring a critical success while parrying immediately gives
back the defender 2 of the 3 APs spent on the parry action.
Naturally, parrying is not necessary if the attack missed.
Last but not least, the defender can counterattack before
the incoming hit can connect. To be able do so, the defending character’s reflexes attribute must be at least twice the
attacker’s. However, the defending character’s player can
only guess if that’s the case. If it is not, counterattacking fails
automatically, and the defending character also loses his/her
chance to parry. Defenders can also counter if the incoming
attack was going to miss.
Counterattacks are treated exactly like regular melee attacks,
but suffer an automatic modifier of -20%. Successful counterattacks CANNOT be countered themselves, nor can they be
parried. A successful counterattack also causes the original
attack to miss automatically.
If the counterattack fails, a successful original attack will hit
the defender as planned. Critical outcomes of counterattacks
are treated similarly to those of regular attacks, but note that
a critical failure on a counterattack also grants critical success
to a successful incoming, original attack. Ow!
Situational Modifiers for Parry:

D100

Effects:

1-5

No effects beside parry being useless

6-25

Defender drops his/her parry weapon

26-45

Defender hurts him/herself (weapon base damage +1, no
strength, no dice)

46-65

Defender loses his/her balance and falls to the ground, taking
1D10 blunt impact damage

66-75

Parry weapon breaks!

76-85

Defender falls to the ground AND hurts him/herself with parry
weapon (same as 26-45)

86-95

Defender hurts him/herself with parry weapon (as 26-45), falls
to the ground, AND loses weapon

96-100

Parry weapon breaks, defender receives 1D10 additional damage from attack, and armor is unfortunately bypassed!

Concluding a Melee Attack
When a successful hit (that wasn’t parried) is achieved, damage will be applied. Critical hits (meaning: critical success on
the melee skill test) double their native damage (meaning
damage before subtracting armor protection) and gain one
or more special effects, determined with a D100 roll (See
lookup tables above).

Ranged Combat
In ranged combat, a player chooses a target, the
firing mode (determining the amount of APs used) and
decides if the attack will be regular or aimed. Aimed
Attacks cost 3 APs extra and are directed at a hit location
specified by the player. As in melee, the base PP for the
attack equals the corresponding weapon skill. Modifiers
apply as listed below, as well as special effects for critical
outcomes. There is no defense phase in ranged combat.
Situational Modifiers for Ranged Attacks:
Target has poor partial cover

-30%

Target has good partial cover

-80%

Target has a weak illumination level

-20%

Target has a minimal illumination level

-60%

Defender’s (Re) is at least twice the attacker’s (Re)

+20%

No visual/Target is surrounded by darkness

-150%

Defender’s (St) is at least twice the attacker’s (St)

+30%

Target is exceptionally large

+10%

Attacker’s (St) is at least twice the defender’s (St)

-50%

Target is exceptionally small

-20%

Defender has high ground or is fighting a prone attacker

+15%

Fighting in minimal light

-30%

Target moves perpendicularly to firing direction
(excluding characters)

-30%
-75%

Fighting in complete darkness

-100%

Target moves erratically (excluding characters)

Defender has longer reach than attacker

+10%

Attacker is in melee reach of (aware!) target

Defender uses shield or other special item for parry
Defender is prone
Defender stands on unstable or difficult ground
Free fall, zero-gravity conditions, or underwater

see item
-30%
-20%
-40%

-1/2 target’s
melee skill

Target has taken evasive action

Special

Attacker uses technological targeting aid

Special

Free fall, zero-gravity conditions, or underwater

-20%
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Aimed Attack Modifiers for Ranged:
Head:

-45%

Torso (facing side):
Torso (opposite side):

-5%
-150%

Either Arm:

-25%

Groin:

-30%

Either Leg:

-10%

ΩΩ Don’t forget that ranged attacks aimed at specific hit locations always cost 3 APs extra!
Lookup Table: Critically Successful Ranged Attacks
D100

Effects:

1-5

Target is knocked to the ground and loses 10 - (De) APs

6-15

Lucky hit, no armor protection available to the target

16-25

Hits weak spot in target’s armor: halved protection stat

26-35

Attack causes stunning pain! Target loses 12 - (De) APs

36-55

Target is knocked to the ground by the attack

56-75

Head shot! Hit location automatically becomes head (only if the
attack wasn’t aimed already)

76-95

Add 1D10 bonus damage

96-100

No additional effects

Evasive Action
Evasive action can be initiated as soon as a character is allowed
to act in combat. Evasive action costs APs, just like every other
action, but this cost is variable. A character may spend as
many APs as he wants on evasive action, but only up to the
point where another character takes his/her turn.
Attackers trying to hit the evading character in ranged combat during the same combat sequence then suffer a penalty to their attack, depending on the number of APs the
evading character has spent on the evasive action, the ratio
being -10% per action point invested. However, with each
and every consecutive attack against the evading character
(regardless if it is a hit or miss, melee attacks count as well),
the evasive action becomes less effective, namely reduced by
half for every incoming attack. It is important to understand
that evasive action is effective only against ranged attacks; it
provides no benefits in melee combat.
Taking the evasive action doesn’t require any tests, and
multiple evasive actions can be chained within one combat
sequence for cumulative benefit. Remainders from previous
evasive actions are not lost when doing so, but add to the
new modifier for enemies' ranged attacks.

Actions in Combat - it's not all about fighting
Lookup Table: Critically Failed Ranged Attacks
D100

Effects:

1-5

No additional effects, thankfully

6-25

Ammunition jam or other weapon malfunction. Requires the
same number of APs to fix as a complete reload action.

26-45

Weapon is dropped like a hot potato!

walking

2 APs per yard

46-65

Oops! Another (nearby) character is hit instead of the target

running

2 APs per (Agility/2) yards

66-75

Attacker shoots him/herself in the foot (full damage, one leg)

sneaking

3 APs per yard

76-85

Weapon gets damaged and becomes virtually unusable (Quality -100%)

ready melee weapon

2 APs (small) & 3 APs (normal)

melee attack

mode (5 APs unarmed)

aimed melee attack

mode + 2 APs

parry

3 APs

ready ranged weapon

3 APs (pistols) & 4 APs (others)

ranged attack

mode

aimed ranged attack

mode + 2APs

change weapon

6 APs

reload weapon

see ammo stat

evasive action

see evasive action

drop something

1 AP

use simple switch

2 APs

open or close (a door, for ex.)

4 APs

call out, speak

2 APs per word

86-95
96-100

Character loses remaining ammo from weapon
(falls out or cooks off )
Fires off a shot in a random direction (GM determines target at
his/her whim), and weapon is dropped in surprise—klutz!

Concluding a Ranged Attack
When a hit is achieved, damage is calculated and applied (See
Damage section). Critical hits (due do critical success on the
ranged attack skill test) double their native damage (meaning
the damage before subtracting armor protection) and gain
one or more special effects, determined with a D100 roll via
lookup table (as shown above).
ΩΩ Your Weapon is dry? Reloading costs as many
APs as listed in the weapon's ammo stats. Use the
number in parentheses to the right of the ammunition capacity (the number without parentheses)
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The following table provides a quick overview of combat
actions and their AP costs. GMs should keep in mind that
this list cannot contain every possible action imaginable. The
AP costs for some actions will have to be simply made up by
the GM on the spot, depending on their complexity.

Contact Kore Light

26-45

Partly paralyzed: -50% modifier for actions using this arm

Hit Locations

46-75

Agonizing pain! Fatigue +10

Contact Kore's combat system breaks up a character's body
into hit locations for the purpose of applying damage. Attacks
that were not aimed at specific hit locations require an additional D100 to be rolled and this lookup table:

76-100 Just a flesh wound! No additional effects

Hit Locations Lookup Table: Human(-oid)

Groin: Crippled after sustaining 20% total VP damage
D100

Result

1-5

Character will be paraplegic with immediate effect, goes down

6-25

Permanent impotence, agonizing pain (+15 fatigue), character
goes down.
Bleeding internally: +2 damage every (En) minutes

D100

Result

1-5

Head

6-54

Torso (front or back—as facing)

26-50

55-62

Right Arm

51-100 Unconsciousness for the remaining battle

63-70

Left Arm

71-80

Groin

81-90

Right Leg

91-100

Left Leg

Physical damage can cripple characters on the long term. Crippling of hit locations has various effects in the moment it
occurs, determined with a number of lookup tables (see next
page). Different hit locations have different susceptibilities
to crippling (speaking in VPs—vitality points), and already
crippled limbs (or rather: hit locations) can repeatedly suffer
crippling effects when hit again with damage at least equal
to 20% of the total VPs of that character. When that happens,
the same lookup table is consulted again. However, the exact
same effect cannot occur twice. If an identical effect is rolled
on re-crippling, simply ignore it, and do not re-roll.

Leg: Crippled after sustaining 40% total VP damage
D100

Result

1-10

Leg is lost, character falls prone

11-45

Leg ceases to function: Falls prone, halves movement rates

46-75

THE pain! Falls prone and suffers +10 additional fatigue

76-100 I got no time to bleed! No additional effects

Damage for each individual hit location is recorded in its damage index. Only damage, not fatigue is recorded in the damage
index. Instead, fatigue is a cumulative value not associated
with hit locations (see below).

Damage VS Armor
Head: Crippled after sustaining 50% total VP damage
D100

Result

1-10

Character dies on the spot! Sorry, sweetheart!

11-25

Attack causes permanent blindness to both eyes

7 damage types exist, and each one of them is reduced
by a specific type of armor, or more precisely: A specific protection rating of armor. Damage types, but
also their corresponding protection ratings, are
abbreviated with a single capital letter:

26-45

One eye is destroyed!
(even number - right eye, odd number - left eye)

B/S/I/H/C/T/E

46-75

Character permanently loses hearing (in both ears)

76-100 Unconsciousness for 1D10 combat sequences

Torso: Crippled after sustaining 75% total VP damage

B = Ballistic damage, and protection thereof
S = Sharp (or pointed) trauma, & protection thereof
I = Blunt impact trauma, & protection thereof
H = Heat from fire, hot surfaces or energy beams & protection thereof

D100

Result

C = Cold damage, & protection thereof

1-5

Heart stopper! Instant death!

T = Toxic damage through contact & protection thereof

6-25

Heavy organ damage: Fatigue +25, +10 damage

E = Explosive damage & protection thereof

26-45

Bleeding internally: +3 damage every (En) minutes

46-75

Unconsciousness for the remaining battle

76-100 Unconsciousness for 1D10 combat sequences

Arm: Crippled after sustaining 30% total VP damage
D100

Result

1-10

Arm is lost!

11-25

Arm paralyzed and useless!

When dealing with damage in general, the following two rules
are absolute: As soon as a character has suffered fatigue equal
to his/her VPs, he/she loses consciousness. Any further fatigue
his/her body receives is added to the existing fatigue, but has
no additional effects besides prolonging unconsciousness.
Whenever a character suffers damage equal to his/her VPs,
he/she dies.
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When calculating effective damage to a character, simply
subtract the corresponding cumulative protection ratings
of all armor pieces worn (ON the affected hit location!) from
the damage value. However, some damage types work a bit
differently. Read the damage type descriptions below to fully
understand damage conversion through armor.
Ballistic Damage (B) - Is reduced by the (B)-protection rating
of armor. The amount of damage absorbed is converted to
(I)-damage (see below).
Sharp Damage (S) - Is reduced by the (S)-protection rating of
armor. Half of the amount of damage absorbed is converted
to (I)-damage (see below).
Blunt Impact Damage (I) - After subtracting the (I) protection rating, not all remaining damage is applied as the physical kind. A human body has the ability to soak blunt impact
damage up to the character’s mass attribute. This soaked up
damage is effectively applied as fatigue instead. Remaining
damage is still considered physical, and therefore applied
normally. When wearing appropriate armor, blunt impact
damage is also carried over from initially ballistic and/or sharp
attacks, as described above.
Heat Damage (H), Cold Damage (C), Toxic Damage (T) and
Explosive Damage (E) are of no relevance for the short, introductory adventure to follow and have therefore been omitted
from the abbreviated rules.

The Damage is dealt - What now?
Having suffered fatigue and/or damage, a character’s ’performance’ on dice rolls will suffer as well. When calculating damage and fatigue modifiers, simply subtract a character’s pain
tolerance from the damage total, and respectively exhaustion
tolerance from fatigue, then add the results and apply them as
a NEGATIVE modifier to the PPs of all actions performed.
As mentioned before, receiving an amount of damage equal
to or higher than the number of vitality points results in
DEATH, while suffering fatigue equal to or higher than this
number results in temporary unconsciousness.

Recovering from Fatigue
When it comes to healing, fatigue is no big deal, really. All it
takes to make it go away is a good night’s rest, sometimes
even less. Naturally, resting isn’t an option during combat or
other stressful situations. As a rule of thumb, reduce a character’s fatigue by a number of points equal to his/her endurance
attribute for every half hour of proper rest.
Unconscious characters wake up as soon as their fatigue total
is reduced below the VP threshold, but will have some serious
headaches (as in: fatigue modifiers) when doing so.
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Healing Damage
Natural healing is a passive process that occurs while a character’s current damage is half or less of his/her VP total. With
young, healthy humans who can get enough rest, damage
is reduced by 1 point per day in this manner. This rate may
vary, depending on the circumstances (game master’s discretion). Characters under constant stress may even be unable
to heal at all.
If a character’s current damage is more than half of his/her
VP total, natural healing cannot happen and he/she definitely
needs medical attention. To reflect the effects of external/
internal bleeding and other nasties when so badly wounded,
have the character suffer 1 additional point of (general) damage for every hour that passes. This stops as soon as a successful first aid test is performed on the character. This slow but
deadly trickle can resume if sustaining more damage raises
the total damage over the 50% VP threshold again. Also, any
crippled hit locations (and with them, their permanent effects)
cannot heal without medical attention. The damage indexes
for each hit location are not returned to zero until ALL damage from a character’s body has been properly removed.
While natural healing is possible in all but the worst cases,
healing damage naturally takes more time and rest than
most can afford. First aid is a skill that may greatly accelerate
healing, but requires a first aid kit to work. When successfully
applying first aid, 3+1D10 damage points are immediateley
healed. The chance of success depends on the skill of the
character applying it. Especially bad or good working conditions will influence the PP of the first aid test via modifiers (at
the game master’s discretion) as well.
First aid can be applied during combat only if the helping
character hasn’t spent any APs yet during the ongoing combat sequence. By initiating first aid, he/she spends them all.
In order to heal more damage, first aid can be applied more
than once. Each consecutive use of first aid on a single character decreases its PP by 10%, however. When the MPP reaches
zero, there’s nothing more to be done, even if other helpers
(arriving later) have higher first aid skills. If helpers switch,
the next one automatically receives an additional -25%
modifier.
Critical successes on the first aid test simply double the
amount of damage healed, while critical failures add 1D10
damage. Any failed first aid tests also add to the total number
of attempts, further decreasing the PP of success.
Once a character’s total damage has been reduced to zero, so
are all impeding modifiers for first aid tests stemming from
repeated attempts.
Even if first aid has the potential to heal all damage points
from a character’s body, be aware that first aid does not help
with certain effects of crippled hit locations, such as lost limbs.
Removing such severe crippling effects would require the use
of a skill called advanced medical appllications. In these abbreviated rules, we won't dive into the mechanics of performing
these more complex and elaborate medical procedures in
order to keep things short and sweet (also deadly).

Introductory Adventure

A preview of Character Progress
Character progress in Contact Kore, meaning the improvement of character stats, is largely achieved through the process of learning by doing. Using skills will result in earning
experience index points for each individual skill, causing it
to eventually level up. This also earns the character special
pools of points (stride pools) which can be accumulated over
time in order to raise attributes. Combat skills are designed to
level up somewhat slower than non-combat skills, as they are
likely to see more frequent use during adventures. Upgrading
skills will allow characters to learn so-called perks, which are
going to grant them special abilities associated with the corresponding skill. Raising attributes is much slower in general.
Gaining experience by acquiring theoretical knowledge is
also possible, but less effective.
Because the adventure at hand consists only of a brief
moment in the characters' lives, full mechanics for character
progress have been omitted from the abbreviated rules.
All sample player characters provided within this booklet are
already slightly experienced and thus have an overall better
level of proficiency than regular starting characters. They are
listed with complete stats, as they would be in the full version
of the game. If a trait or other special feature is not explained,
don't worry about it: This means it is of no importance in this
particular adventure.

Going

in

Circles

An Introductory Adventure
ΩΩ This short adventure is designed for 5 players
and has a expected play time of 45-90 minutes.
Sample player characters with ready-to-run sheets
are provided towards the end of this booklet. We
recommend giving the players copies of the filledout stat sheets, but not the full printed biography
and background information on their characters
for reasons explained below.
ΩΩ If you intend to play the adventure, stop reading
here! Only the GM should be reading this content.

Style of Play
"Going in Circles" is not your average military sci-fi adventure,
where the player characters normally set out to investigate
or battle an antagonizing force of their own will. Instead, all
player characters here have suffered temporary amnesia in
the beginning, allowing them to know just as much about the
premise as their players—and that's not a whole lot!
Before our heroes of the story can achieve anything, they
first have to find out who they are, where they are, and what
brought them there. While a serious handicap at first, this circumstance allows even players who have no experience with
the CONTACT universe at all to explore the game on its most
basic level. In time, the game master will allow their memories
to return, especially in moments when the characters shine,
doing something important that they should be familiar with.
A soldier firing a gun will remember his training, while a scientist tinkering with alien door opening mechanisms will realize
that he has seen them before.
Answers to questions about the characters' identities, their
fields of expertise and affiliation, as well as glimpses of events
from their past, should be provided at a constant pace. To
obtain answers, a character's player must pass a direct attribute test (Intelligence) directly after his/her inquiry. While
there is no exact game mechanic for setting the difficulty
of these tests, a simple rule of thumb can be used here: The
more specific the right answer to a question would be, the
harder it is to obtain. The longer the game has already been
going and the more relevant clues a character has obtained,
the easier it gets to remember the past.
ΩΩ Examples: A player asks why her character's left
boot is missing and who might have taken it. The
correct answer would require a longer explanation
of what happened to get her here in the first place.
It should be quite difficult to obtain: The impeding modifier is -50%. Another player wishes to
know if his character has ever been in a fight. He
has already been awake for half an hour and has
found his reflexes with a sidearm to be outstanding. Also, his body is covered in nasty-looking scars.
The answer should be easy to obtain: Give him a
facilitating +20% modifier for his (In) test.
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Critical successes render more precise information on the subject, along with related bits and pieces of other useful knowledge at the game master’s discretion, while critical failures
provide the player with misleading information. Because of
this, we recommend these tests be made in a covert fashion:
Only the GM should be allowed to see the result.
Stories set in stone always have a chance of not working out
when they are told by multiple minds at the same time, as is
the case in any tabletop role-playing game. A little leeway is
not only recommended, but also necessary. While not exclusively linear, the adventure's outline is divided into rooms
with the events most likely to take place inside them. These
rooms are, as the characters will eventually find out, actually
compartments of an alien UFO craft. As with all pre-written
adventures for CONTACT, we'd like to encourage game masters to make changes to the chronology of events as well as to
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the events themselves in order to turn the adventure into an
even more engaging experience for each particular group of
players. This can happen during preparation for the game or
spontaneously during the course of play. Remember: You're
the GM, which makes you the boss. But this is an RPG, so in
this case, the boss works for the players.

First Room - Rude Awakening
The player characters wake up one by one, trading their
unconsciousness for disorientation as they find themselves in
a pitch-black room with a freezing-cold floor. There isn't even
enough light to see one's own hand when held close to the
eyes. All characters have suffered a severe form of amnesia
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that prevents them from accessing their most recent memories as well as knowledge about their identities.
After stumbling over each other and establishing communication, one of them should be able to grope his/her way
along one of the smoothly curved walls, eventually finding
some sort of switch that reacts to the touch by lighting up.
Making a successful interface skill test allows the character
to turn on the lights. Now eerily illuminated from cold-white
lights seamlessly embedded in the floor, the occupants of the
room are likely to recognize that the room must be upside
down. On the ceiling, or rather the true floor, which is a few
feet above their heads now, there are five bolted-down medical-looking stretchers made out of a polished, silvery metal.
The lying surfaces of the furniture are facing down. In fact,
the roughly trapezoidal room with curved, parallel walls (one
convex, the other one concave) is lined with polished metal
plating all over, ranging from cold silver to pale bronze in
color. Bulges on the walls, from fist-sized to foot-wide, are
engraved with unknown symbols. The characters’ inability to
decipher these has little to do with the amnesic symptoms
they are suffering from, as they can still read the writing on
personal effects, should they find any on their person.
On the larger one of the curved walls, there is a palm-sized
greenish splatter that looks fresh. The fluid smells a little
putrid and has the consistency of bile. On the ceiling, starting just above the big stain on the wall, green dripping skid
marks lead towards the only structure looking like a door: It
is oval-shaped, has no handles or seams, and appears to stay
firmly shut when pushed against. The smear of green seems
to continue through the now-closed door on the ceiling.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: A Gray alien has been violently smashed against the wall by a Doppelgänger, the latter having posed as one of the abductees before showing its true colors. Then the injured
Gray crawled out of the room while the artificial
gravity was still set in the right direction.
ΩΩ As an optional problem for the player characters
to solve, one of them could still be strapped to one
of the stretchers and therefore suspended on the
ceiling, in arm's reach of the others. Having that
character suffer injury (2D10 blunt impact damage
to the head) from falling to the ground is somewhat
of a risk when freeing him/her, which is especially
difficult if the lights are still out.
After the characters have settled and assessed their unusual
situation, have all of their players roll a direct attribute test
with perception. If successful, they will find a small puncture
wound somewhere on their body—determine a random
hit location as when suffering a hit from an attack. It does
not hurt much, nor does it bleed, but it seems to be quite
recent.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: The Doppelgänger has made
sure to infect everybody with a spawn before leaving. The players may not realize that, especially if
they are new to the CONTACT RPG, but the observation is still likely to disturb them and add a sense
of urgency to their need to find out what is going
on. They are quite likely to fully remember what the

Doppelgänger is capable of as soon as they face the
unmasked creature in the final room of the “dungeon”. If the adventure is somehow followed-up
with the same characters, they will have to find a
way to cure themselves within a few hours, or their
minds and bodies will be taken over by the alien
parasite.
The player characters' attire might provide some hints of their
identities, all of them wearing two-colored military-looking
jumpsuits with combat boots. The little equipment they still
have on their person is listed on their character sheets. One
of the silver bulges on the wall is actually a container (that
sounds hollow when knocked on) and can be opened with
a little creativity (interface skill test) or by simply smashing
it (direct attribute test with strength, impeding modifier of
-40%). Inside, a few very useful items can be found: A first
aid kit, a massive steel wrench, a combat knife and a partially disassembled, very old pump action shotgun (loaded
with slugs), as well as a modern pistol with no magazine. The
wrench can easily double as a club, while the shotgun can be
reassembled with an appropriate skill test (firearms or engineering & repair). The magazine missing from the pistol can
be found in one corner of the room, and one of the characters
can find a matching spare inside a pouch on his/her belt.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: Obviously, the abductors have
gotten rid of any other gear the player characters
may have owned before being taken. The extreme
scarcity of effective means to fight is meant to make
the players think before they act and try to explore
their characters' skills a little more thoroughly.
Suddenly, announced only by a low-frequency, barely audible humming noise, the gravitational pull inside the room
is reversed by one hundred and eighty degrees. The floor
becomes the ceiling, and the ceiling becomes the floor again,
just as the scarce furnishing suggested in the first place. Any
character whose player fails a reflexes test for his/her character immediately suffers 2D10 blunt impact damage to a
randomly determined hit location courtesy of a very hard
landing, 3D10 if he/she was standing below one of the metal
stretchers. This event can also be apparently triggered by one
of the player characters when messing with the door. After
this vomit-inducing incident, the door silently slides open.
When the player characters move towards it, they can sense
a slight shift under their feet.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: The gravitational field of the
UFO is artificial, if you haven't already figured it
out. This doesn't mean the craft has to be already
in space, but it could be.

Second Room - Operating Area
This room, which is accessible through the door that just
opened in the first one, is lit very brightly in hard, white light
with a subtle blue tint. Set up in the middle, some sort of
strange metal operating table with a motionless, yet already
menacing-looking robotic arm hanging above it will probably
catch everyone's attention first. The robotic arm itself fits well
into this lifeless environment, with its shiny, tubular build and
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smooth ball joints. On its business end, a revolving head holds
all kinds of unpleasantries: needles, probes, as well as bladed
and rotary cutting devices. As soon as the player characters
have taken in the chilling glory of the device, they notice that
the green smear (now on the floor) leads behind a man-sized
structure propped-up in the corner of the room, well behind
the torturous-looking operating table. The structure turns
out to be a large glass cylinder filled with a murky, yellowishgreen fluid. There is nothing else inside.
Hiding behind it, the source of the slimy tracks can be found
cowering: a mortally wounded Gray with a broken spine and
its green intestines hanging out. It is still breathing, but only
barely. As the alien creature is unable to move itself or communicate with the player characters, they will have to decide
what to do with it. Killing it is easy and does not require any
tests, while some would-be-Samaritan might decide to stabilize it by putting the first aid kit to use. If the latter happens,
the Gray will eventually use its parapsychological power of
mind control on one of the armed player characters, trying
to make him kill one of the others. Yikes!
ΩΩ Because the abbreviated rules from this booklet do not contain the full mechanics for using and
resisting psi powers, resolve the event through storytelling only. Another character should therefore
be automatically allowed to notice the attempt and
intervene in time.
In addition to that, trouble arises when the robotic arm above
the operating table activates and starts attacking (sequential
score of 35, 5 APs per attack, 1D10 sharp damage or 2D10
blunt impact damage in melee, 60% chance to hit; 15 points
of damage will put it out of business). Since the arm is extendable, it can fully reach into every corner of the room. If the
metal doctor appears too much of a pushover for the player
characters, have a couple of hovering micro-drones shoot
out of its socket and harass the player characters with tiny
scalpels (sequential score of 30, 4 APs per attack, 2 points
of sharp damage, 50% chance to hit in melee) before they
get destroyed (one point of damage will suffice to end their
threat, but they are very difficult to hit: -20% in melee and
-35% in ranged combat).
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: The wounded Gray is a leader
with psi powers and absolutely no sense of gratitude. While it may appear harmless for a short time
and even allow the humans to save it from bleeding
out, it will turn on them as soon as the possibility
arises. The point to drive home here is that there are
no friendly aliens in this ugly place. Grays are the
bad kind, and the other one yet to be encountered
is worse—much, much worse!
Another single door leads out of this room and into a storage
area. It can be opened by accessing the alien control panels in the doorway, just as before. Passing an interface test
should be facilitated with a modifier of +10% or more if the
same character has already successfully tampered with similar
controls. When one has memorized the sequence of glowing
symbols that have to be pressed, it's as easy as pie.
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Third Room - Storage
There are a few things to see in this room, though not much
that could be of major help. Alien consoles line the walls, in
addition to three of the same tubular tanks as the one in the
previous room. Because of their murky content, it's hard to
tell if there is something else inside them. On closer inspection, two of them seem to hold animal and/or human body
parts and organs, possibly for the purpose of nourishing the
aliens. The tank on the far side of the storage room contains
an entire alien body. It is motionless and hard to see from a
distance, but if one of the player characters gets very close,
its half-digested face will float against the glass and scare the
living poop out of the investigative character. This Gray is no
threat, however, as it is not alive.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: The only purpose of this room
is to offer the player characters some limited cover
from the incoming Gray death squad. If the GM is
under the impression that the player characters are
too ill-equipped to face the alien threat and win,
he should put some more breakable containers in
this room, containing additional human equipment accumulated by the aliens, amongst some
alien junk that is completely useless. Putting an
antique Japanese sword into one of the lockers will
not only help one of the player characters to kick
some extraterrestrial butt, but may also imply that
the aliens have been around for a very long time.
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In addition to the door that led the player characters in here, there are two more doors to be
examined: One leading to the ship's core, and
one leading to the bridge. Should the characters try the bridge first, the Grays pouring out of
the core will attack them from behind. If they
choose to press on towards the core, they
meet the hostile Grays head-on. When
fighting in the storage area, the tubular tanks may provide cover from being
seen by the enemy, but no actual protection against damage. When hit, the
tanks will burst spectacularly and
spill their slippery content all over
the floor, making it rather difficult
to stand and move on (-15% for
melee attacks and parry, as well
as -25% for ranged attacks). Try
having the tank containing the
dead alien destroyed with a player
character hiding right behind it, as
it offers a nice opportunity for a big,
wet hug.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: During
the shootout, keep in mind everyone
is aboard a space ship, even if the player
characters have not yet realized it.
Powerful attacks hitting the outer hull,
which consists of the concave wall
of the rooms visited so far,
may puncture it at the game
master's discretion. If the craft
is flying very high or has left
the Earth's atmosphere, decompression may pose a serious problem.
When that happens, quickly get one of those alien
bodies pressed against the leak, sealing it shut!

Fourth Room - Confrontation in the Core
The core compartment of the ship is round, with a slightly
higher ceiling and lower floor than the other rooms. In its
exact middle, a large, spinning artifact dominates the space,
also illuminating it with a blinding blue light. For lack of a
better comparison, it looks like a giant blender. The four
Gray soldiers guarding it will attack the player characters on
sight. One of them is merely armed with some weird alien
scalpel it must have snatched from the operating room, two
of them have deadly disintegrator weapons (a pistol and a
rifle), while the fourth carries a non-lethal neural disruptor.
Should the wounded alien leader from the operating room
still be alive somehow, the Gray death squad will fight with
the same efficiency as a trained military unit—seeking cover
in the doorway, attacking the most dangerous player character first, and so on. If the leader is dead, however, the Grays
will behave about as tactical as a flock of angry chickens that
tries to kill someone: In other words, neither very smart, nor
very efficient. They still use their advanced weapons, but will
mindlessly try to swarm the player characters, most likely getting crushed within the first combat sequence.

ΩΩ Behind the scenes: Hitting the ship's core with
powerful attacks, such as a shotgun slug or disintegrator rays, is the worst imaginable idea right now.
The Grays seem to know this even in their crazed
state. If the players haven't figured this out on their
own, the GM shouldn't be afraid to show them.
ΩΩ One more thing: Before the player characters
manage to blow up the ship in a huge antimatter
explosion originating from the E-115-reactor, the
Doppelgänger will enter the core compartment
through a hidden hatch from the adjacent bridge
and try to stop them. In case the characters fully
show the intent of sacrificing themselves in order
to destroy the aliens and their ship, the thing (no
movie pun intended) will go for their weapons, disarming them with a successful melee attack and
also destroying the weapon in the process. Ouch!
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Fifth and Sixth Rooms "All your bridge are belong to us"
The first section of the bridge that can be entered from the
storage area is a semi-dark place, with a divider in the middle
that further impedes making out all of its contents. Silvery
consoles and panels on the left wall have been violently
ripped open, their technological innards spilled over the
edges and onto the little seats in front of them. Some rewiring appears to have been done in a hurried fashion.
Sticky residues of brown and pink goo are littered over the
floor, the walls, even clinging to the ceiling. If inspected more
closely, the player characters can find the disturbing puzzle
of a shredded human face in their midst.
The next section of the bridge is accessible through another
narrow door. It remains unresponsive to any attempts at
opening it via door controls. This particular door is only a
flimsy sheet of metal, however, so a good kick will send it
flying into the next room—right into the writhing tentacles
of an unbelievably disgusting hell-spawn!
In the ruined control room, the Doppelgänger has completely
shed its human skin and has become a truly horrifying sight
to behold: A sprawled-out, fleshy mass of convoluted, ever
shifting limbs and other, undefinable protrusions, it is covered
in rolling eyes and gaping mouths in all the wrong places. As
the player characters enter its omnidirectional field of vision,
it gives out a long hiss. The creature has been very busy making itself comfortable over two of the chairs and half of the
consoles, elongated parts of its misshapen body reaching
deep into the bridge's ruined control system. The dim lights
on the bridge start to flicker, then go dark. When the player
characters recoil in terror, the Doppelgänger lunges at them
accompanied by a multiplicity of inhuman shrieks.
ΩΩ Behind the scenes: This is it, the final boss of
the adventure! An unseen body horror monstrosity
that has even the dreaded Gray saucer men on the
run. It hijacked their ship, abducted them and the
player characters, and now intends to finish them
off after becoming so inconveniently cornered. The
battle takes place in a highly cramped, poorly lit
environment and should be much tougher than
anything the player characters have encountered
so far. If none of the player characters has already
fully remembered his/her past and identity, this
exceptionally dangerous encounter can be used
to provide some answers, but not without a little
beneficial cheating from the GM: Have the powerful creature prepare a killing blow on one of the
characters, a moment where his or her whole life
literally flashes before his or her eyes, then allow
another character or a freak accident (such as
parts of the damaged ship coming down)
to save that character. After the
monster is finally defeated, said
character can inform the
others about their affiliation with OMEGA and
their mission.
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Conclusion
As soon as all bad guys (or rather: things) on board the UFO
are defeated, the player characters still have to return to Earth
somehow. While this is not an easier task than killing a bunch
of aliens with limited weaponry, it should be resolved through
roleplaying, with only auxiliary dice-rolling at most. Taking
control of the flying saucer is our favorite solution, where
especially tech-savvy characters figure out the controls and
safely guide the UFO back to Earth.
But since you are the game master and therefore the boss,
feel free to let your players invent their own end to their
story. What if the UFO crashes on the Moon, instead? What
if it gets captured by another, even bigger and badder alien
faction? What if the player characters suddenly wake up and
find themselves in a test lab, where some shady government
agency studies human responses to alien contact? And don't
forget about the alien parasites in their bodies—what will
happen to them once the creatures have reached their brains
and spinal cords?
Lots of questions with many possible answers.
ΩΩ Congratulations, you have successfully played
CONTACT for the first time. If you enjoyed the ride
and feel the urge to get into more alien madness
ASAP, visit us and our distributors online:

w w w. contac t-r pg. com
w w w. c loc k wor k-pu blish in g. co m/
w w w. dr iveth r u r pg. com

Weapons

Weapons
Steel Wrench

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Steel Wrench

Melee Weapon (I)

Bash (6)

-

(St)+6

3

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

-

3 lb

Normal

25 $/0 BP

95%

+/-0%

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Spec Ops Tactical Knife

Melee Weapon (S)

Slash (5)
Stab (4)

-

(St)+2+1D10*
(St)+1+1D10

1

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

Use the same stats for the alien scalpel, as well.

-

0.4 lb

Small

2,500 $/2 BP

25%

+5%

Master Katana

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Master Katana

Melee Weapon (S)

Slash (5)
Stab (4)

-

(St)+9+1D10*
(St)+6+1D10

2

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

-

1.5 lb

Normal

10 k$/4 BP

2%

+10%

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Akagi 10mm Predator

Small Arm (B)

Semi (5)

x -1%

9+1D10*

6

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

15 (mag 5)/10 mm Auto

3 lb

Small

1,900 $/3 BP

45%

+/-0%

Although not designed to be used as a weapon,
the heavy steel wrench can cause considerable blunt impact damage when swung with
enough force. Amongst other makeshift weapons, this one isn't even half bad.

Spec Ops Tactical Knife
A high-end survival knife of almost surgical
sharpness, created using the latest molecular
bonding and composite material technologies.
Also available in Damascus steel.

Dating back to the golden era of Japanese
sword making, the true katana is a weapon
of legend. Forged from folded Okinawa steel
and sharper than a razor’s edge, it is perfectly
balanced and extremely deadly.

Akagi 10mm Predator
Chambered for the powerful 10mm Auto cartridge, this semi-automatic handgun offers a
perfect balance between power, accuracy and
handling.

M970 Pump Action Shotgun
A classic design updated to meet modern firearm requirements, the pump action repeating shotgun features an under-barrel tubular
magazine that holds 7 rounds.

Gray Disintegrator Pistol
The standard zap gun of Gray underlings. This
weapon is a small particle accelerator, and
quite dangerous even at long ranges. Because
it seems impossible to reload, it is believed to
be a disposable model. Powered by E-115.

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

M970 Pump Action

Small Arm (B)

Single (9)

x -1.5%

21+1D10

5

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

7 (int 16)/Gauge 12

6.2 lb

Normal

850 $/2 BP

85%

+/-0%

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Disintegrator Pistol

Energy Weapon (E)

Semi (8)
Mark (8)

x -1%

20+2D10*

2

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

9

1.1 lb

Small

250 k$/n/a

n/a

+/-0%

Disintegrators cause explosive damage without
relevant splash damage. Treat explosive (E) damage as if it were ballistic (B) damage in this introductory adventure. This weapon has no mechanical trigger, therefore it is
unusable by humans in its unmodified state.

Gray Disintegrator Rifle
A souped-up, two-handed version of the Gray
Disintegrator Pistol, this funky alien weapon is
a true death ray. It has even more power and
deadlier range. Powered by E-115.

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Disintegrator Rifle

Energy Weapon (E)

Semi (8)
Mark (8)

x -0.75%

24+2D10*

3

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

17
3.2 lb
Normal
400 k$/n/a
n/a
+/-0%
Disintegrators cause explosive damage without
relevant splash damage. Treat explosive (E) damage as if it were ballistic (B) damage in this introductory adventure. This weapon has no mechanical trigger, therefore it is unusable by humans in its unmodified state.

Gray Neural Disruptor
The Neural Disruptor is a tiny handgun used
by the Grays to stun their victims instead of
killing them. Often used in abductions. Powered by E-115.

Name

Type

Mode

Range M.

Damage

Min. (St)

Gray Neural Disruptor

Energy Weapon
(special)

Semi (7)

x -4%

32+2D10

1

Ammo

Weight

Size

Cost

Availability

Quality

∞

0.7 lb

Tiny

250 k$/n/a

n/a

-10%

The Neural Disruptor causes only fatigue and
also makes the target automatically lose 2D10
APs from the sequential score when hit. This weapon has no mechanical trigger, therefore it is unusable by humans in its unmodified state.
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Enemy Archetypes

Aliens
Alien NPC Template

Attributes

Gray Leader

Skills

- (St) Strength

3

- Energy Weapons

87 %

- Vitality Points:

34

- (En) Endurance

5

- Unarmed Melee

38 %

- Pain Tolerance:

11

- (Ms) Mass

2

- Armed Melee

33 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

10

- (Re) Reflexes

6

- Throwing Weapons

36 %

- Sequential Score:

- (Ag) Agility

5

- Stealth & Sneaking

79 %
24 %

- (Dx) Dexterity

10

- Lock Picking

- (In) Intelligence

14

- Engineering & Repair

- (Ch) Charisma

12

- Interface

- (Pe) Perception
- (De) Determination

143 %
137 %

26+1D10

Equipment: none
Powers: Low-Light Vision, Radiation & Toxin
Resistance, Psi

9

- Spacecraft

117 %

Psi Powers: Telepathic Broadcast, Telepathic Message, Mind Probe, Terror, Daze, Mind Control

10

- Psi Ability

95 %

Hit Locations: Humanoid

Indistinguishable from its drone-minded minions, the Gray leader is a force to be reckoned with—not because of its physical abilities, however.
Physically feeble, the leader’s greatest asset is its parapsychological powers, which are especially devastating when worked on weak-willed humans.
Leaders are often in charge of Gray landing parties when performing various operations on Earth, including abductions and meat harvesting. Their
superior intellect and knowledge make them a prime target for capture, since they are likely to possess vital information.

Alien NPC Template

Attributes

Gray Soldier

Skills

- (St) Strength

3

- Energy Weapons

75 %

- Vitality Points:

- (En) Endurance

5

- Unarmed Melee

41 %

- Pain Tolerance:

4

- (Ms) Mass

2

- Armed Melee

36 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

6

- (Re) Reflexes

8

- Throwing Weapons

36 %

- Sequential Score:

- (Ag) Agility

6

- Stealth & Sneaking

53 %

- (Dx) Dexterity

4

- Lock Picking

- (In) Intelligence

2

- Disarm & Set Traps

21 %

Powers: Low-Light Vision, Radiation & Toxin
Resistance

- (Ch) Charisma

1

- Engineering & Repair

11 %

Hit Locations: Humanoid

- (Pe) Perception

8

- Interface

11 %

- (De) Determination

3

- Spacecraft

12 %

5%

27

30+1D10

Equipment: as specified

Alien Monster Template

Physically indistinguishable from the leader, Gray soldiers often carry the dreaded disintegrator rifle, an extremely destructive hand-held energy
weapon that will make up for its wielder’s mental and physical deficiencies in combat. Along with the ability to see in low-light conditions and the
resistance to poison and tranquilizers inherent to all Grays, the Gray soldier should not be taken lightly.

Attributes

Doppelgänger

Skills

- (St) Strength

18

- Grotesque Assault

85 %

- Vitality Points:

125

- (En) Endurance

25

- Stealth & Sneaking

77 %

- Pain Tolerance:

45

- Interface

20 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

- Spacecraft

75 %

- Sequential Score:

- (Ms) Mass

5

- (Re) Reflexes

10

- (Ag) Agility

12

- (Dx) Dexterity

4

- (In) Intelligence

5

- (Ch) Charisma

0

- (Pe) Perception

10

- (De) Determination

10

The grotesque assault is the Doppelgänger’s
standard melee attack. It costs 6 APs to perform, causing (St) + 1D10* sharp (S) damage.
Its reach is longer than that of a human, so it
automatically gains a +10% modifier on the
attack roll, unless the opponent has a sword.

50
42+1D10

Powers: Infection, Grotesque Eruption, Parapsychological Immunity
Hit Locations: Shifting (no need to determine
hit locations, as the creature takes only general
damage. Aimed attacks have no additional
effects, albeit they can be vainly attempted)

A Doppelgänger usually erupts into its true form only when it needs its superior strength, speed and natural weapons. In this generally irreversible
state, the Doppelgänger appears as a distorted figure made of organic thorns, blades and writhing tentacles that can shift its shape at will. Although
this Doppelgänger combat form possesses no ranged attacks, its threat level is still very high.
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Flash
Comm Code: 59715901-01 U.F.O.

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Warning: Misuse is an international offense

A dirtbag with a gun

Nationality: British
Birthdate: June 5th 2016
Gender: XY/male
Height: 6ʼ1”/185 cm
Weight: 187 lbs/85 kg
Eye Color: Dark Blue
Blood Type: AB Negative

Henry Mercer II

-A.D.C.
CCR-ID: 0002476818/9 - 0037417

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This Card is issued by OMEGA International

Attributes
- (St) Strength
- (En) Endurance

Skills
6

- Primitive Ranged

29 %

9

-(F) Small Arms

5 [9]

- Heavy Weapons

10

- Energy Weapons

20 %

- (Ag) Agility

8

- Unarmed Melee

44 %

- (Dx) Dexterity

4

- (F) Armed Melee

- (In) Intelligence

4

- Throwing Weapons

33 %

5 (6)

- Stealth & Sneaking

17 (7) {37} %

- (Pe) Perception

4

- Thievery & Trickery

17 {35} %

- (De) Determination

6

- Lock Picking

- (Ms) Mass
- (Re) Reflexes

- (Ch) Charisma

35 {113} %
7%

49 {73} %

8 {34} %

- Disarm & Set Traps

10 %

- Vitality Points:

52

- Applied Science

26 %

- Pain Tolerance:

10

- First Aid

22 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

12

- Adv. Med. Applications

19 %

- Social Science

32 %

- Engineering & Repair

17 %

- Craftsmanship

33 %

- Sequential Score:

38+1D10

Traits: Addicted (Hexazepam, +4), Extravagant (0), Marked (+1), Cat-Nimble (-15)

Perks: Quick Draw
Equipment: Uniform Overall, 1 dose of

Hexazepam, 1 reload for an Agaki 10mm
Predator semiautomatic pistol, half a pack
of cigarettes, a condom in well-worn packaging (expires 2048)

Biomods: Extensive Bioluminescent Tat-

toos (+2%, these are located on your arms
and torso. They are normally covered by
your uniform. If exposed, they will glow in
the dark and provide minimal lighting in a
radius of a few feet; also, characters without
low-light vision may think you are something out of space), Sub-Dermal Container
(+1%, can accomoddate a tiny item), Bionic
Eyes (+12%), Bone Lacing (+23%), Bone
Hardening (+6%), Pain Inducer (+15%, currently inactive)

- Interface

15 %

- Oratory

19 {31} %

- Leadership

29 {57} %

- Housekeeping

29 %

- Hostile Env. Survival

59 %

- Motorcycle

32 %

- Wheeled Vehicle

29 %

- VTOL Aircraft

24 %

- Fixed-Wing Aircraft

14 %

- Spacecraft

14 %

- Watercraft

27 %

- Tracked Vehicle

29 %

- Powered Exoskeleton

60 %

- Psi Ability

?%

You are a former convict and street tough
from the London Metropolitan area. Singled
out and saved from the gallows by OMEGA for
reasons still somewhat mysterious to you, you
were recruited into the paramilitary ranks of
the organization just a few years ago. In your
old life, you were an enforcer, a pimp, a gang
leader, a gunman jacked-up on drugs. Now,
you have become as much of a professional
soldier as someone with your criminal background has the right to be. While quite good
at your new job, your career has been troubled by your lack of discipline and persistence
of old behavioral patterns. Being rebellious
and reckless by nature earned you an impressive set of scars during your first encounter
with a pack of hungry bug-things from space.
Escaping OMEGA and returning to your old
ways has crossed your mind a couple of times.
However, you also realized that if the enemies
you are meant to stop eventually take over,
there won't be much to return to.

Role Playing Hooks
You are that guy in the room with the loud,
flamboyant demeanor. Act like you know
kung-fu, even if you don't. The biggest gun
always has your name written all over it. Be a
foul-mouthed prick that respects no authority, regardless what planet it came from. While
fully aware that you will never turn Goodie
Two-Shoes, there are a couple of redeeming qualities to your character. For instance,
besides your ability to murder things with
a vengeance and the fact that you are the
physically toughest character in the group,
you can ultimately turn into a leader type
with the charisma necessary to pull a group
of people together in times of despair.

Relevant Special Rules
You are addicted to a drug that you have to
take in order to not suffer a general impeding
modifier of -15%. The medication is effective
for one hour, and you have been on cold turkey since you woke up. Also, you have only
one dose of the drug left in your possession.
Being cat-nimble, you get an already factored-in boost to your sequential score.
By using the quick draw perk, you don't have
to pay the AP cost of readying a pistol that
was holstered. When doing so, your first shot
cannot be aimed, however.
You bone-altering biomods grant you a total
bonus of +2 to your (B) protection rating and
+8 to your (I) protection rating on all hit locations, adding to any protection ratings provided by worn armor.
Your bionic eyes will automatically amplify
low light, allowing you to see perfectly if there
is any light at all to amplify.
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Alex
Comm Code: 59715901-01 U.F.O.

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Warning: Misuse is an international offense

Your ticket back home

Nationality: American
Birthdate: August 26th 2026
Gender: XX/female
Height: 5ʼ11”/180 cm
Weight: 141 lbs/64 kg
Eye Color: Blue
Blood Type: A Positive

Alex Shapiro

-A.D.C.
CCR-ID: 0002476818/9 - 0037417

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This Card is issued by OMEGA International

Attributes

Skills

- (St) Strength

4

- Primitive Ranged

- (En) Endurance

7

- Small Arms

- (Ms) Mass

4

- Heavy Weapons

- (Re) Reflexes

6

- Energy Weapons

23 {35} %

- (Ag) Agility

7

- Unarmed Melee

39 {63} %

- (Dx) Dexterity

5

- Armed Melee

34 %

- (In) Intelligence

6

- Throwing Weapons

36 %

- (Ch) Charisma

5

- Stealth & Sneaking

20 %

- (Pe) Perception

8

- Thievery & Trickery

21 %

- (De) Determination

7

- Lock Picking

11 %

- Disarm & Set Traps

15 %

- Vitality Points:

39

- Pain Tolerance:

9

- Exhaustion Tolerance:
- Sequential Score:

10
29+1D10

- Applied Science
- First Aid
- Adv. Med. Applications
- Social Science
- Engineering & Repair

Traits: Attractive (-4), Refined (-15), Allergic
(Gray blood/body tissue, +2)

Perks: None
Equipment: Uniform Overall, expensive

Pilot Watch (it has stopped, but the year
should be 2052 according to it), Binoculars, sunglasses, satellite phone (no reception, one bar left on the battery), some
guy's phone number on a napkin you can't
remember to have met

Biomods: None

- Craftsmanship

32 %
28 {42} %
10 %

34 %
27 (67) %
25 %
38 %
34 {56} %
35 %

- Interface

32 {53} %

- Oratory

19 {33} %

- Leadership

27 {63} %

- Housekeeping

31 {49} %

- Hostile Env. Survival

60 %

- Motorcycle

27 %

- Wheeled Vehicle

29 %

- VTOL Aircraft
- Fixed-Wing Aircraft

24 {84} %
14 %

- Spacecraft

13 {59} %

- Watercraft

27 %

- Tracked Vehicle

29 %

- Powered Exoskeleton

58 %

- Psi Ability

?%

Upon reaching the age of majority, you could
choose from either working as a full-time
fashion model, studying to become a lawyer,
or following in your father's footsteps and
training to be a helicopter pilot in the Kheil
HaAvir, the Air Corps of the Israeli Defense
Forces. The choice was obvious to you, much
to your family's dismay. Because a new law
concerned with the current underpopulation
of Israel suddenly prohibited women from
enlisting in military services, you decided to
move to the United States and join the US
Army instead. Within a couple of years, you
were flying rescue and recovery missions in
the Middle East. During one fateful night, a
group of soldiers ready for pickup vanished
right before your eyes, leaving you hovering
with a couple of minutes missing from your
memory. Since your superiors failed to find
anyone else to blame, it was you who had to
take the fall. Still holding a firm belief in your
own sanity, your personal investigation led
you directly to the doorstep of OMEGA. After
they explained what had happened to you,
you have been with them ever since.

Role Playing Hooks
You are a headstrong character who knows
exactly what she wants. Being unreasonably
beautiful for a soldier, you have a history of
having to prove your professional worth to
your superiors. This reflects in your methods
of getting things done, which tend to be
clever and efficient while never breaking the
rules, albeit bending them a little. You are fully
capable of taking the lead, but would rather
let someone else do it. Other than that, your
abilities are diverse, ranging from useful social
and medical skills to piloting. Since you were
recruited by OMEGA, you have also learned a
good deal about the enemy's flight systems,
which might ultimately allow you—in a literal
sense—to take control of the situation.

Relevant Special Rules
While being so attractive does nothing for
you when abducted by aliens, being so easy
on the eyes would harbor a number of substantial benefits in various social situations
on Earth.
Because you have the refined trait, your general range for a critical success on any physical
action is extended by 5%. This means you will
score a critical success when rolling 10% or
less. This has no effect if the PP falls below 6%,
which allows for no critical successes.
Being allergic to the specified substance
will cause you discomfort and nausea when
you come into contact with it. You suffer an
impeding modifier of -20% to all actions as
long as it is not removed.
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Rocket
Comm Code: 59715901-01 U.F.O.

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Warning: Misuse is an international offense

The kid with the brains

Nationality: Australian
Birthdate: August 28th 2028
Gender: XY/male
Height: 5ʼ4”/163 cm
Weight: 134 lbs/61 kg
Eye Color: Brown
Blood Type: O Positive

Zach Harrigan

-O.R.D.
CCR-ID: 21586949/9 - 32748910

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This Card is issued by OMEGA International

Attributes
- (St) Strength

Skills
4

- Primitive Ranged

33 %
30 %

- (En) Endurance

5

- Small Arms

- (Ms) Mass

4

- Heavy Weapons

- (Re) Reflexes

7

- Energy Weapons

25 {105} %

- (Ag) Agility

8

- Unarmed Melee

41 %

- (Dx) Dexterity

10

8%

- Armed Melee

36 %

10 (12)

- Throwing Weapons

35 %

- (Ch) Charisma

4

- Stealth & Sneaking

19 %

- (Pe) Perception

6

- Thievery & Trickery

37 %

- (De) Determination

5

- Lock Picking

22 %

- Disarm & Set Traps

25 %

- (In) Intelligence

- (F) Applied Science

- Vitality Points:

33

- Pain Tolerance:

0

- First Aid

44 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

7

- Adv. Med. Applications

46 %

- Sequential Score:

28+1D10

- Social Science

68 (83) {129} %

56 (81) %

- (F) Engineering & Repair 49 (54) {133} %

Traits: Highly Talented (-12), Educated
(-10), Wimpy (+8), Curious (0)

Perks: Space Cadet, Physics Mega-Nerd,
Circuit Wizard

Equipment: Uniform Overall, Tactical Vest

(protects your torso with an additional B4
/S4 /I4), Toolset, PDA (apparently broken),
Vintage Handheld Videogame Console with
classic turn-based UFO defense strategy
game (working), delicious Candy Bar

Biomods: UNIP (+47%)

- Craftsmanship
- (F) Interface
- Oratory

45 %
42 (47) {89} %
22 {40} %

- Leadership

22 %

- Housekeeping

37 %

- Hostile Env. Survival

65 %

- Motorcycle

28 %

- Wheeled Vehicle
- VTOL Aircraft
- Fixed-Wing Aircraft

28 {50} %
23 %
13 %

- Spacecraft

16 {38} %

- Watercraft

26 %

- Tracked Vehicle

28 %

- Powered Exoskeleton

59 %

- Psi Ability

?%

Hailing from New South Wales, you're a young
Aussie scientist and engineer with exceptionally intricate knowledge of the invaders' technology as well as a deep-rooted fascination
with everything alien. You're also the son of
a formerly successful astrophysicist whose
career ended when his mind failed to accept
the existence of alien life within his arm's
reach. Unlike your father, you are much more
curious and open-minded, having earned an
early recruitment into the UFO defense network with a skyrocketing career to follow. Living the dream of every science-fiction nerd
on the planet, you work as both an expert
consultant and a part-time field scientist for
OMEGA, mostly because you can't resist the
thrill of getting out of controlled environments once in a while. Because your friendly
nature and residual naïveté distinguishes you
from most of the other eggheads on the staff
and you happen to be well-experienced on
being the misunderstood one, the higherups have assigned you as a chaperone and
spokesperson for several Children of Mu.

Role Playing Hooks
Even with that ridiculous goatee you still look
much younger than you really are, and you are
quite young to begin with. Your body's refusal
to mature is also reflected in your goofball
attitude. While physically feeble, you have a
wide-ranging technical and scientific skill set
that makes you an invaluable asset in your
group's current situation. Manipulating alien
door technology to do your bidding is only
one use of your expertise. Imagine what damage you could do if you somehow devised a
way to fire those alien weapons. Be a genius,
be a hero, but also try to stay alive.

Relevant Special Rules
Being physically wimpy is a trait that effectively lowers your pain tolerance, making you
a real pansy when hurt. Cry some more!
The curious trait causes compulsory behaviour when dealing with mysteries and secrets.
It also would allow you to gain experience
quicker if this adventure weren't so short.
Space cadet is a perk that grants you an
extended probability for critical successes
when using energy weapons: Results of 10%
or lower will become critical.
When dealing with the scientific subject of
physics, you receive a bonus modifier of +25%
to your applied science skill tests due to the
physics mega-nerd perk.
Being a circuit-wizard does the same for the
engineering & repair skill when dealing with
electronics, and also extends the normal critical success rate by an additional 10% (results
of 15% or lower become critical).
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Ronin
Comm Code: 59715901-01 U.F.O.

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Warning: Misuse is an international offense

A warrior out of place

Nationality: Japanese
Birthdate: April 22nd 2022
Gender: XY/male
Height: 5ʼ5”/165 cm
Weight: 148 lbs/67 kg
Eye Color: Dark Brown
Blood Type: AB Positive

Kenji Toda

-A.D.C.
CCR-ID: 0002476815/9 - 0087925

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This Card is issued by OMEGA International

Attributes

Skills

- (St) Strength

7

- Primitive Ranged

- (En) Endurance

6

- Small Arms

- (Ms) Mass

32 %
27 {75} %

4 [7]

- Heavy Weapons

10 %

7 [12]

- Energy Weapons

22 %

- (Ag) Agility

7

- Unarmed Melee

45 {97} %

- (Dx) Dexterity

4

- (F) Armed Melee

- (In) Intelligence

5

- Throwing Weapons

35 {73} %

3

- Stealth & Sneaking

19 {75} %

6 [7]

- Thievery & Trickery

18 %

- (Re) Reflexes

- (Ch) Charisma
- (Pe) Perception

50 {120} %

- (De) Determination

10

- Disarm & Set Traps

12 %

- Vitality Points:

46

- Applied Science

30 %

- Pain Tolerance:

23

- First Aid

24 %

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

21

- Adv. Med. Applications

22 %

- Social Science

35 %

- Engineering & Repair

19 %

- Craftsmanship

33 %

- Interface

18 %

- Oratory

16 %

- Leadership

24 %

- Housekeeping

30 %

- Hostile Env. Survival

66 %

- Motorcycle

38 %

- Wheeled Vehicle

34 %

- VTOL Aircraft

29 %

- Fixed-Wing Aircraft

19 %

- Spacecraft

17 %

- Watercraft

29 %

- Tracked Vehicle

34 %

- Powered Exoskeleton

63 %

- Sequential Score:

48+2D10

Traits: Fearless (-9), Hard-Boiled (-10),
Kamikaze (0)

Perks: Razor Boy
Equipment: Uniform Overall, empty Saya

(sheath for a katana blade), Breathing Mask,
Throwing Knife (6 points of sharp damage)

Biomods: Cerebral Reflex Enhancer
(+63%), Bone Lacing (+23%)

- Lock Picking

- Psi Ability

9%

?%

You are basically a samurai warrior of the 21st
century. Born into a line of military men that
reaches back to feudal Japan, you used to be
a soldier with the JSDF until corporate headhunters won you over to become employed
in private security services. We are not talking bored mall cops with flashlights and
night sticks, but rather armed-to-the-teeth
ninja commandos sent to secure black sites
and conduct high-risk corporate espionage
operations. Your pay was generous and you
were considered one of the best when one of
the secret research labs of your employer lost
its grip on the abominations it was breeding.
OMEGA’s own damage control team showing
up on the site saved your life, which in turn
indebted you to accept their offer to put your
acquired skills and experience to their service.
Since then, you are progressing through the
ranks of your new employer, pursuing your
goal to shape yourself into an even deadlier
weapon. This is what you always wanted,
especially with your service in UFO defense
turning out to be more honorable work than
you at first expected.

Role Playing Hooks
Not a man of many words or imposing dimensions, you are still capable of scaring people
with the sheer magnitude of your eyebrows.
Once spoken to, you are polite, yet a little too
formal for comfort. You rarely back down from
a fight, but leave the enemy in the dark about
your abilities until it is too late. Other than
soon realizing that you are the most skilled
fighter in the group, there is little else to discover about yourself. Everything about you
screams martial arts expert, which should
make a huge difference in the final fight once
you get your hands on a weapon worthy of
your favorite art form.

Relevant Special Rules
Being fearless means you'll get an automatic
bonus modifier of +40% on your determination tests to withstand the effects of fear.
Hard-boiled is a trait that boosts your pain
and exhaustion tolerance levels at all times.
The cerebral reflex enhancer biomod and the
kamikaze trait both up your sequential score,
while the latter also extends your probability
range for critical failure in combat by 5%.
As a razor boy, you gain a +10% bonus
modifier to all attacks (and counterattacks)
with bladed melee weapons and also have
your probability range for critical successes
extended by 5%.
Bone lacing is a biomod that adds additional
protection ratings of 2 (B) and 6 (I) to your
entire body.
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Naomi
Comm Code: 59715901-01 U.F.O.

>>>>>>>>>>>>> Warning: Misuse is an international offense

The strange purple girl

Nationality: None
Birthdate: January 25th 2029
Gender: XX/female
Height: 5ʼ6,9”/170 cm
Weight: 123,5 lbs/56 kg
Eye Color: Gold
Blood Type: O Negative

Naomi XG-29-02

-A.D.C.
CCR-ID: 00005445/1 - 00005499

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> This Card is issued by OMEGA International

Attributes

Skills

- (St) Strength

6 (8)

- (En) Endurance
- (Ms) Mass

- Primitive Ranged

36 %

7

- Small Arms

33 {45} %

3

- Heavy Weapons

14 {30} %

- (Re) Reflexes

9 (14)

- (F) Energy Weapons

38 {88} %

- (Ag) Agility

8 (13)

- (F) Unarmed Melee

60 {96} %
45 {89} %

- (Dx) Dexterity

5

- Armed Melee

- (In) Intelligence

5

- Throwing Weapons

4

- (F) Stealth & Sneaking

- (Ch) Charisma
- (Pe) Perception

8 (10)

- (De) Determination

6

- Lock Picking

- Vitality Points:

36

- Pain Tolerance:

6

- Exhaustion Tolerance:

10

- Sequential Score:

Traits:

Inner
(Imprisonment)

Clock

51+2D10
(-2),

Phobic

Perks: None
Powers and Abilities: Low Light Vision

(amplifies light so you can see in near-darkness, but not in total darkness), Olfactory
Super Sense (grants +30% to all perception tests concerning smell), Broadband
Frequency Hearing (grants +30% to hearing tests), Hyper Metabolism (boosts your
attributes as factored-in, wounds heal twice
as fast), Photosynthesis (would allow you to
survive longer without food in sunlight)

Equipment: Uniform Overall, a photo-

graph of you and about a dozen of your
sisters forming a pyramid on a beach with
watchful agents in the background

Biomods: None

- Thievery & Trickery

41 %
38 {98} %
20 %
10 {42} %

- Disarm & Set Traps

15 %

- Applied Science

30 %

- First Aid

25 %

- Adv. Med. Applications

22 %

- Social Science

35 %

- Engineering & Repair

20 %

- Craftsmanship

35 {51} %

- Interface

20 {34} %

- Oratory

16 %

- Leadership

23 %

- Housekeeping

30 %

- Hostile Env. Survival

75 %

- Motorcycle

51 %

- Wheeled Vehicle

39 %

- VTOL Aircraft

34 %

- Fixed-Wing Aircraft

24 %

- Spacecraft

21 {39} %

- Watercraft

32 %

- Tracked Vehicle

39 %

- Powered Exoskeleton

80 %

- Psi Ability

Some would say you are different, others
would even call you a freak. That's because
you are one of the few Children of Mu still
alive on Earth. As a genetically engineered
creation of ancient alien astronauts, you are
neither human nor extraterrestrial, but something in-between. Growing up in an illegal
scientific facility owned by a Japanese megacorporation, you have experienced nothing
that would even come close to a normal life.
Your very existence has been kept a secret
while you proved again and again that your
strength, speed and senses were far superior
to those of any regular human. Eventually, you
and your sisters were discovered by OMEGA,
and your kind had to undergo evaluation—
again. OMEGA's decision to recruit you into
the Alien Defense Corps (ADC) didn't change
much for you, as you were still not entirely
free to go. Yet, by receiving a treatment similar to the other men and women in the ranks
of the UFO defense organization, you have
gained a new and most welcome sense of
purpose in your life.

Role Playing Hooks
Aside from having a slight tendency to behave
like something that has lived in a cage for too
long, you are obviously a very different kind
of beast. Based on your unique looks alone,
some might at first believe that you have a
deeper understanding of what is going on.
In truth, you are an abductee, and you were
not even specifically chosen to become one.
Instead, you were in the wrong place at the
wrong time, just like everyone else. Nevertheless, once that first battle starts, your qualities
will show since you are the fastest living thing
on the ship. Your alien ancestry does have a
minor drawback, however: You were genetically programmed by your creators with a
deep-rooted psychological reluctance to
allow harm to come to anyone (or anything!)
capable of using Psi. This could cause problems when meeting certain enemies, putting
at risk the little trust you have earned.

Relevant Special Rules
Having an inner clock allows you to tell
almost to the minute how much time has
passed since you woke up.
Being phobic to imprisonment causes you
constant discomfort in your current situation.
You suffer an impeding modifier of -5% to
everything you do as long as you're trapped
in this unfriendly place.
Your non-human powers and abilities are
explained on the left.

?%
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Supplements
Rolling Thunder
Adventure
Have you ever asked yourself what sort of mayhem would ensue if a bunch of bloodthirsty alien marauders hijacked a giant, nuclear-powered freight train, and the only
ones capable of stopping them were you and your team of ultimate badasses?
Of course you have!
Rolling Thunder is an action-packed, old-school adventure taking place on the aforementioned atomic express to hell in its entirety, which doesn't necessarily mean
the story won't take any unexpected turns.
Get railroaded and prepare for a ride to remember!

The Score
Music
Composed and arranged by Jan Haak
and Konstantine Kazantzis of X-Score,
this concept album adds a set of 17
original sci-fi themed pieces of music to
your gaming sessions. Play them to set
the mood when role-playing, or just have
a listen in-between gaming sessions for
that extra bit of inspiration.

ATS-X 51
Adventure
There are many myths and legends centered
around Area 51.
You and your team have been chosen to
attend a large-scale, secret meeting where
OMEGA's top brass confers with the CIA's
alien defense section and various political VIPs, and guess where it takes place.
Aside from taking part in the scheduled
workshops and presentations, there are
technical difficulties for you to fix, missing
alien bodies to recover, spies to catch,
as well as a murder case to solve—for it
turns out not everyone invited can be
fully trusted.
ATS-X 51 is a suspenseful adventure full
of social conflict and intrigue that allows you to take your role-playing skills for a good
spin while also rewarding you with heaps of experience and numerous useful NPCs
to stay in touch with in the future.
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Things from the Abyss
Full-Color Sourcebook
Fifty years into the 21st century, the depths of Earth's oceans have
become the ultimate target for corporations to exploit. Offering vast
resources, they become more easily accessible as human technology
progresses. A new era of prosperity appears to be at hand—until
the unthinkable happens: Started off by the sinking of a cruise ship
on the coast of Florida, a shocking series of attacks is launched by
previously unknown creatures of the deep. Cold-blooded, alien
and malicious, they appear to be just as dangerous a threat as the
invaders from outer space.
A subdivision of OMEGA called TRITON is soon brought into existence and tasked with keeping the new enemy at bay.
Things from the Abyss is a comprehensive sourcebook for use
with CONTACT, containing all the material needed to expand
your tactical alien defense game's universe with new careers,
dedicated underwater weapons and gear, additional vehicles,
rules for training and using military dolphins, relevant organizations, canonical entries in the timeline, bits and pieces
of history and UFO lore, as well as a number of abyss-dwelling hostiles that
will make the creature from the black lagoon look like a tadpole. Last but certainly not least, we also prepared something for you
to play: Cold Rising is a medium-sized campaign that takes you out to sea, to dark places where the infinite terror from the deep
awaits. Serving as a follow-up to the core rulebook's Planet Playground campaign, it helps to lift the veil on a couple of secrets
previously addressed, but also works as a series of diverse adventures in its own right.

Opus Armatum
Sourcebook
Everyone loves stuff, and that is exactly what we are giving you here.
OpAr – Research & Destroy is the definitive equipment compendium
for CONTACT, the Tactical Alien Defense Role Playing Game. Filled
to the brim with new and awesome ways of pulverizing your foes,
protecting yourself, and getting around faster (or doing all of it
at once), this book also features full stats, artwork and updated
descriptions for every single piece of gear ever included in previous releases, such as the Core Rulebook, Things from the Abyss
and Craters of Doom.
Don't mistake OpAr with a mere listing of gear, however,
because there is much more to it than meets the eye. In
addition to hundreds of (statted & illustrated) weapons and
other items, this product also introduces in-depth rules for
hacking, piloting exoskeleton vehicles, remote-controlling
drones, modifying and upgrading both weapons and
vehicles as well as taking research and development in
OMEGA bases to the next level.
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Craters of Doom
Adventure
You always knew they would launch you into space one day. Upon reaching your
destination on the Moon, your ship crashes into the newly-built facility due to an
apparition that the pilot claims to have seen, effectively stranding you and your
crew. Soon, you find out he's not the only one seeing things. A highly inconsistent
form of madness appears to have taken hold of the moon base personnel. The only
reasonable thing for you to do is to start an investigation. Then there's the synthetic
member of your team who firmly claims to have seen you talking to thin air when
questioning that nondescript guy everyone seems to get along with...
Craters of Doom is an adventure of chilling mystery and space horror where few
things are what they appear to be. In addition to its extensive story part, this product
also features rule expansions for setting the game in the vacuum of space and in
low and zero gravity conditions.

Game Master Screen
CCONTACT's Game Master Screen is a
four-paneled, full-color gaming supplement that provides you with quickreference information at a glance. You
will never have to flip through the pages
of the core book when looking up tables
again. That, and the screen also doubles
as visual cover when unleashing a flurry of
super-secret dice rolls on your hapless players. Packaged with the screen, you are also
getting the GM Companion, a lightweight
gaming supplement with additional bonus
features for the game master's eyes only.

Project Oberon
Adventure
There's a new team in town, and it does not come in peace! At first, these small but
heavily armed visitors are only out to get revenge on the villainous Raiders that ruined
their homeworld. One of them has even crashed near a small North-American town
while in pursuit of a Raider mothership. You will never get a better chance to befriend
a previously unknown, technologically advanced alien species—an enemy of your
enemy can be your friend, right? Unfortunately, there are other movers and shakers
close by, and they are more than likely to ruin the deal if they get their hands on
the little guy first. You'll just have to gather all your wits and resources in order to
beat them to first contact.
Project Oberon offers an engaging story where any type of player character is likely
to have his or her shining moment, regardless if he/she is focused on combat,
technical, scientific, medical or even social abilities.
CONTACT - The Tactical Alien Defense Role-Playing Game is published by Clockwork Publishing (Uhrwerk Verlag) and
was initially conceived by Robert Hamberger in 2007. All material presented is subject to international copyright laws.
All rights reserved. Cover illustration by Alfredo Dosztal, various other illustrations by Alfredo Dosztal and Anthony
Scroggins, with designs based on the work of Robert Hamberger and Gennifer Bone. This is a work of fiction. Names,
characters, places, events and incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious
manner. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental.
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